
Please carefully read below Terms and Conditions guidelines to ensure that you are well informed with all the 

necessary information. 

 

Please feel free to reach us through the below contact details for further information.  

Phone  : (0361) 301 7777 Ext. 6899 

Email  : festive.desk@themulia.com  

Live Chat : http://bit.ly/MuliaBaliChatLOCATIONMulia 
 
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 

 Restaurant concept and furniture lay out must remain as it is in original state. 

 Music selection and genre is carefully selected to complement the unique restaurant concept.  
The Mulia, Mulia Resort & Villas, Nusa Dua – Bali have purchased the exclusive rights to broadcast 
and therefore the playlist cannot be altered. 

 Decoration is not allowed to be brought in, such as balloons, flowers, tent cards, banners and 
placemats. 

 Live music, microphone or additional audio/visual systems are not allowed. 

 Camera for photo taking only accepted with no additional lighting, tripod, booth, banner, backdrop 
(no printing media) etc. 

 Guests with infant will be allocated to a sofa table, high chair is available upon request. 

 Big group reservations will be in separate tables as we do not have particular tables for certain big 
numbers and we are unable to move tables and chairs inside the restaurant for our guest comfort 
and safety reasons. However, we will provide tables which are close to one another.  

 Hotel parking fee will be charged IDR 5.000/hour. Beneficial for dining guest, each bill will be eligible 
for three hours free parking fee upon settling the payment. 
Any lost ticket will be charged IDR 40.000 in addition with parking fee spent. 
Do not leave any valuables inside the vehicle.  
The Mulia, Mulia Resort & Villas – Nusa Dua, Bali accepts no responsibility/ liability in the event of 
loss of property and/or damage to vehicles located in our Basement area. 

 Bus is allowed to enter Mulia Bali property with conditions of maximum 20 seats and height is 3.3 
meters. 

 Following Indonesian Finance Minister Regulation, we strictly only accept payment in local currency 
Indonesian Rupiah (IDR).  

 Prices and package are subject to change without prior notice. 

 All payments received are non refundable. 

 Dress code is smart casual (as mentioned are not allowed: T-shirt, short pants, singlet, sandals, 
sleeveless shirt for men, swimsuit and bathrobe). 
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